You’re Invited

Multiple Sclerosis Think Tank

Virtual Meetings
6:00 PM PST / 7:00 PM MST

January 11, 2022
Using a Pharmacist in Clinic

March 24, 2022
Updates in Rehab Equipment

June 21, 2022
General Updates in MS

Join healthcare professionals for networking and lively discussions on diagnostic dilemmas, treatment decisions, and MS hot topics. Share your cases and thoughts in an informal setting that includes a multidisciplinary approach.

More Information
For questions about this event, other MS Society Resources, or to submit a case for discussion; email Molly Palmer at molly.palmer@nmss.org. Sign up to be notified about other healthcare provider events in the region HERE.

SCAN THE QR CODE TO REGISTER ONLINE AND RECEIVE THE VIRTUAL MEETING

Program is Presented By
National MS Society, Mountain West Healthcare Provider Council